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INTRO
With this edition we start in- readers. I.e. they read
to the third year of V&C. “between the lines” of the
Just as many people begin mass media themselves, and
the new year with good reso- thus realize the next step of
lutions, the V&C editorial the “salami tactic”, which is
office also goes into the new hidden behind these news. –
For this we need time to
year with such.
If we just focused on the grapple with these someamount of topics which need times hair-raising facts proa clear analysis and a dis- perly. Also in this edition
tinct countervoice, we pro- you will find examples of
bably would have to publish how little by little, a lot of
the V&C daily. Even though initiatives are put through
publishing up-to-date arti- which, presented in their encles is on our mind, we ne- tire magnitude, never would
vertheless determined once have found the majority’s
more: The study of the V&C agreement. May we again
should first of all serve the count on your support with
purpose that more and more spreading the V&C in 2014?
people develop to mature
The editor (cm.)

Sect experts remain silent about Satanic Cult
rb/rh. The modern sect of stars
in Hollywood is called O.T.O.,
which stands for “Ordo Templi
Orientis” or “Oriental Templar
Order”. If you look more closely behind the scenes, you will
come across the Satanist
Aleister Crowley who has significantly left his mark on it.
With his “Magic of Sex” he
propagated sodomy, animal sacrifices, drugs, the drinking of
blood as well as other ritual,
sexual and perverted acts, especially with children, which often ended up in their death
(“sacrifice”). The members
hope for power and further spiritual development from it. Considering these ghastly facts, you
will expect that especially sect
experts would sound the alarm
and warn the population strongly. But this is not the case at all!

Persistence leads to the goal!:
Building permit for
transmitter tower cancelled
hag. To protect the health of its
population, the community of
Mauern in Bavaria, Germany
has been fighting for many
years against an already
planned almost 50 m high TETRA-radio tower. But the State
of Bavaria has other plans. In
order that police, fire department and rescue forces are able
to transmit digitally all over
Bavaria, 900 transmitter masts
for about one billion Euros are
to be built by 2015! Per site the
annual maintenance costs
would be 40.000 Euros, - not to
mention the enormous health
damage due to radiation! The
WHO even added this type of
radiation in May 2011 to the list
of cancer-causing immissions,
equivalent for example to
DDT*. But a new movement is
beginning in Bavaria: 217 communities in 68 counties put up
resistance. In 120 communities
council orders were given
against the towers and 32 decided to stop further construction.
Neither a decision from the dis-

trict committee, nor a petition
at the state parliament could
bring the construction of the
transmitter tower in Mauern to
a halt. So the citizens took their
last chance and enforced
through the Administrative
Court of Munich, that the building permit be withdrawn due to
an “improper” site investigation. At least this is a partial
victory of the citizens who unswervingly took a firm stand
for the good of all. Well done!
*DDT = A worldwide forbidden insecticide
Sources:
www.merkur-online.de/aktuelles/
bayern/davids-etappensieggegengoliath-3045201.html
www.tetra-moratorium.de
www.bgland24.de/bgland/teisendorf/
gruene-moratorium-beimtetrafunk.bgland24-1431554.html
http://diagnose-funk.org/
themen/behoerdenfunk/
moratoriumsticker/index.php

In an interview with the magazine “Friday 20 Minutes” the
German sect expert Eckhard
Türk and his Swiss colleague
Hugo Stamm play down the
“A thought that is right,
Satanic Sect O.T.O even giving
can’t be lied down in the
the impression that there is no
considerable difference belong run.”
Otto von Bismarck
tween it and other religious
communities such as Jehovah’s
Witnesses. That not only shows
Total surveillance:
how dangerous it is to trust the
Will
a “chipped humanity” soon be a reality?
so-called experts, but also poses
the question, why they very ob- ap. According to RFID* chip de- tion center in Mexico received a
viously lack a clear statement velopers, people soon will no GPS implant underneath their
longer carry their identification in skin, which was supposed to be
against this Satanic cult.
their pockets, but underneath irremovable (!). On one hand the
Sources:
www.gala.de/stars/story/stars-o-t-o- their skin. What many people employee gets access to high-seteuflischer-trend_957028.html consider to be a sinister surveil- curity areas with the chip, on the
www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ordo_ lance utopia has been going on other hand he can be tracked at
Templi_Orientis for quite a while: Worldwide every turn – not just in the workhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Aleister_Crowley there are already thousands of place. The RFID implant allows
Magazine: 20 Minuten Friday, No. 37, RFID implants. In 2004, 168 em- the employee to be spotted anySept. 2013, p. 10,12-14 ployees of the national informa- time and anywhere via satellite.
continuation page 2
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From fear of kidnapping,
wealthy parents from South
America allowed their children
to be equipped with RFID implants. For offenders, the implants were used instead of electronic shackles, to monitor their
whereabouts. RFID implants are
also in use in medical applications, such as in the surveillance
of dementia patients. The chip is
also made tempting for the youth.
For example guests in the Baja
Beach Club in Barcelona and the
Bar Soba in Glasgow can receive
VIP-entrance** if they let themselves be “chipped” from a Disco-Doctor. Kirstie Ball, sociologist at the Open University
Business School in Milton Keynes, England, says that the seed

for this technology has been
sown and that it will spread in
the very near future… - if we do
not gather together as one and
stand against it with a clear NO.

ah. “The ADHD patients in my
clinic are exclusively boys”,
says Doctor Ulrich Fegeler,
who is also spokesman of the
*RFID = Radio Frequency Identification Professional Association for
**VIP = “Very-Important-Person”
Child and Adolescent Medicine.
(a person with special privileges)
He
actually
considers
Sources:
“Attention
deficit”
to
be
a decepwww.spiegel.de/netzwelt/tech/
funkchips-im-arm-das-implantat- tive description. On the contrahoert-mit-a-575235.html ry, these boys are rather too
www.computerwelt.at/news/
alert. “Every impulse is given
technoligie-strategie/security/
detail/artikel/der-chip-im-arm/ importance.” In the past, there
was a great need for people
“The outward freedom that
such as these who were able to
we shall attain will only be
notice more in less time than
in exact proportion to the
others did. “These were ideal
inward freedom to which we fighters, hunters and guardians,
may have grown at a given
with a special sense for their
moment.”
environment,” says Fegeler.
Mahatma Gandhi

However, in today’s “western”
society and “new” value system,
these traditionally male characteristics are no longer welcome. Thus, one tries to suppress their unwanted behavior
through therapy and medication. Doctors and pharmacists
once more dance to the beat of
power and money. Are we
aware that these boys are not
being treated properly?
*ADHD: Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder

Sources:
Original text
www.unzensiert.at/content/0012723K-nstliche-Krankheit-ADHS-GesundeM-nner werden-ruhiggestellt
FAZ 12.2.2012:
Wo die wilden Kerle wohnten

No to American surveillance

Courageous Attempt:
Croatia defends itself against media-dictatorship
rus. The first December weekend 2013 the people of
Croatia voted for the protection and preservation of families and against legalisation of
the gay marriage. If a nation
accepts a referendum with
66%, you might suppose that
such a clear decision would
be accepted by everybody in a
democratic country. But far
from it! “The defeated government now thinks about how to
protect minorities against
such discriminating initiatives
in the future…”, reports the
Swiss Radio and Television
Network (SRF1) on December 2nd, 2013. The Croatian
media had already failed to
inform fairly during the voting procedure and now even
boycotted the jubilee celebration of the winning committee.
To make a comparison: Almost daily the media report
how the countries in the
Middle East have been liberat-

ADHD* or unwanted alertness?

ed from their alleged dictatorship to attain the highly
praised democracy. But here,
where a people gets its own
way according to democratic
law, they try in an almost
dictatorial way to infiltrate
this referendum. Who really
has the final say in our so
called democracies?
In Croatia the voting committee has reacted and withdrew
the accreditation* from the
most important media of the
country
including
the
Croatian public television!
This courageous consistent
answer to such injustice is
just exemplary. Well done!
*Accreditation = Validation, authorization. In journalism accreditation means the admission of
media representatives to certain
events.
Source:
SRF1 (Swiss Radio and Television)
News at 7 am “Heute Morgen”,
December 2nd, 2013

mbr. As proposed by the
Swiss Federal Council, the
FATCA Agreement with the
United States was approved
on September 27, 2013.
FATCA (Foreign Account
Tax Compliance Act) is a new
U.S. law initiated by President
Obama to prevent U.S. citizens from tax evasion abroad.
FATCA wants to force all
foreign banks – not only the
Swiss – to become agents under U.S. law. Under this agreement U.S. law trumps Swiss
law – in total contradiction
with national sovereignty.
Switzerland would submit to
further changes of U.S. tax
law without the right of veto
and without the possibility of
a referendum. Banking secrecy can already be lifted in order to fight tax evasion. Therefore, FATCA is just a means
of allowing complete and automatic surveillance of all citizens, even the Swiss; it is a
further invasion of privacy. It

is high time to say no to these
one-sided U.S. claims and to
strengthen Switzerland's sovereignty and independence.
Therefore, we recommend signing the referendum against
FATCA. The deadline is January 16, 2014. The form can be
downloaded at www.stopfatca.ch.
Sources:
newspaper “Schweizerzeit”, 6.12.2013,
„Wir sind nicht Erfüllungsgehilfen
der US-Regierung“
www.stop-fatca.ch/
?Page_id=20&lang=de

Closing Point ●
“When talking about good
resolutions for the New
Year, how about this: You
grow from being a V&C
reader to a V&C distributor. As a distributor you
are becoming a courier
and as a courier you win
two - or three - loyal
couriers. Wouldn't that be
a great idea?“
The Editor (cm.)

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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